TO THE EDITOR: The claim of the investigators (8) to have deepened our understanding of mixtures and titrations ignores over a half-century of advances in analytical chemistry.
where C a and C b are the analytical (starting) concentration of the acid and base, respectively. Over the past 50 years, chemists have elaborated upon Charlot's method so that variations upon the "proton accounting" theme are plentiful. The investigators are correct to note that a properly written proton balance equation will not violate the conservation of charge and makes explicit use of charge balance unnecessary, reaffirming Butler's observation made some 40 year earlier (1) . However, the investigators fail to cite de Levie's proton condition (4), Morel's tableau method (7), Guenther's n-bar equation (5), or Butler's strong ion difference (SID; expressed as a function of the analytic concentration of reagents) (2) . Although inapplicable to systems far from equilibrium, these models yield good results after equilibrium has been achieved.
As an example, de Levie (4) derived the following formula to predict the equilibrium pH of a titration (e.g., the addition of strong acid or base to a sample containing a buffer solution), and to graph the resulting titration curves
where C si is the analytic (starting) concentration(s) of sample(s) i before mixing, and C tj is the analytical (starting) concentration(s) of titrant(s) j before mixing. V s and V t are the initial volumes of the sample and titrant, respectively, accounting for the mutual dilution of the reagents. The coefficients F si and F tj contain explicit expressions in terms of the relevant equilibrium constants K a and [H ϩ ]:
The pH of the combined mixture can be obtained using readily available software (6) .
The investigators reaffirm many of Stewart's central maxims: respect for the laws of mass balance and mass action, the need to consider all buffer species, the limitations of the Henderson-Hasselbalch equation, and the value of computational chemistry in biology and medicine.
